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Microgaming Company Overview

Innovations in technology over the years has been beneficial to the end-users and inventors alike, online
gaming has been around for quite a while giving a good boost to the gaming world and its players, it has
been very lucrative and fun. Players’ worldwide play more online games compared to offline games,
Indians also join in the fun gambling amongst other players due to the simplicity, comfort, profits, and
bonuses.
Microgaming Company is a private expertise providing gaming content to other gambling brands,
located in the Isle of Man, created the world's first technologically advanced casino software in 1994. As
the leading provider of online gaming, it has licenses and certification in over 250 online sites in many
countries worldwide including India.
Generally, online gaming companies are ranked based on credibility, safety, customer relationship, and
profits.

Microgaming Casino Games

A large variety of casino games have been developed for the gaming pleasure of players since the
inception of online games, all to satisfy the desire of its vast audience paying attention to their gaming
needs. Thankfully the evolution of technology has made this very much achievable. Microgaming casino
games have always dished out more thrilling games each year. The most favorite ones will be listed
subsequently, in an attempt to step by step indulge you in the evolving world of online gaming.

Roulette

Roulette is a very famous casino game, it looks almost the same online as when played offline (in reality).
You must have seen this in movies if you haven’t played it before, is the very popular one with the
adrenaline rush to place more bets because the odds of winning are very high.
This is a widely loved game for its simplicity and its turnover rate, it features a wheel with slots of two
colors mainly red and black slots are numbered one to thirty-six, with one or two green slots numbered
zero (depending on the type of roulette either European or American respectively). A table is provided
also having numbers and divisions where you can place bets. The wheel is set in motion with a small ball
free to move over the wheel, this is done after all bets are made. The location of the ball when the
wheel comes to a stop is the winning bet.

Microgaming Poker

Poker is a game of strategy just like Monopoly and Chess, it is the game of kings easy to pick up and
difficult to master, mind you if you have tells then it's best you play online. The game runs on knowing
how best to place bids, when to fold, bluff, and know when an opponent is bluffing to take advantage of
it. There are different types of poker each having its own rule. Microgaming poker switches up the trill
to the game, it is faster and more thrilling as it is an intellectual game rewarding skills and strategy. The
game can be played conveniently on the go as it doesn't require much processing power all you need is
a laptop of the 20th century and above with an internet connection and you are good to go. Amongst all



poker games Texas hold 'em is the most popular played exactly like Microsoft hearts game, but with a
switch because chips are used. Each player is given two cards, the dealer spreads five cards for all
players to make their best possible five cards. Players then take turns to place their bets before and
after each card is revealed. All players must put in the same amount of chips to stay in the game and see
the next card, after cards are revealed the best poker hand wins the pot. This is then exchanged for real
cash in real cash games.

Microgaming Slots

A Slot is a gap in a machine that collects coins in interchange for functionality. This concept is what has
been technologically advanced and guides the operation of the online slot. It is a game of luck and good
wins.
Microgaming creates the progressive turnover slots, where the gambler despite spending more time and
money to getting the winning combination, still ends up with a higher turnover of cash. The
unpredictability is as high as the chances of winning.
There are various types of games available to players online, all following the same rules. If you are new
to the online world of gaming all you need to do is visit an online casino site, choose your preferred slot
machine, view the game's paytable, and select your choice of stake with the pay lines you will like to
play, the game comes to life as soon as you click the option to spin the wheels, isn't it so easy! All that's
left now is to watch it spin with fingers crossed. As all wheels come to an end the displayed results are
your winnings. If you are still interested in turning over your wins you can repeat the processes.

Advantages of Microgaming Casinos

 Safety and security, owing to the fact that Microgaming casinos are licensed and certified I can
very much say it is perfectly safe to play on their casinos and be rest assured that the games are
also fair.

 Convenience. Obviously, this should be the major benefit of online Microgaming casinos, except
for the fact that online games lack the thrill of interacting with players, it can be enjoyed still
anywhere on the go since technology innovations have made internet connection mobile.

 Comfort in gaming. players have full control of how they spend, make bids on online casinos and
track how you spend. Opening an account mostly takes just a few minutes, and it's usually very
simple to make a deposit and start betting. Good casinos with excellent customer support can
help out in resolving any difficulties encountered in the course of gaming.

 Variety of games. Seeing how enterprising the gaming world is top Microgaming casinos offer a
variety of games to suit their vast users. Whether you like slot games, table games, poker, etc.
you'll always have sufficient selections. Variety they say is the spices of life there is no harm in
trying out new things.

 Bonuses and prizes. A lot of players find most attractive the extra value made available on
online casinos. Practically every casino on the web offers some kind of spur to encourage
newbies to sign up and make a payment, usually in the form of bonus chips to play with. Players
are also given bonuses for their activity regardless of how often they play and how much they
stake. It's rational to say that steady profligate players get the best rewards though.



 Terms of gaming are clearly stated, As it applies to how bonus chips are used and how to earn
rewards on top gaming sites this also attests to the level of security.

How to Choose Top Microgaming Online Casino

In a densely inhabited country like India, the government is inevitably involved in the public life
of its citizens, gambling not being an exception. All types of gambling were banned excluding
horse racing and lottery due to a public gambling act that was promulgated in 1987. Goa,
Daman, and Sikkim were the only places not affected making land casinos gambling a legal
activity. With the initiation of online casino, the future of gambling in India has been reinstated
opening to the fact that they are no legislature against it. In choosing the best online casinos
one should consider the operators making sure they are certified, by checking for their license
number and the authority of certification. You can find this at the bottom of their sites.
Some of the top names in the online casino software include:
• Microgaming
• Aisa gaming
• NetEnt
• iSoftbet
• Playtech

Microgaming Casinos - FAQ
In the search for safe and reputable Microgaming casinos, diverse speculations have been
created and many unanswered questions. These questions are spawned either from faced
trouble or curiosity about casinos by users. Common questions will be addressed here.

Does Microgaming own any casinos?
Microgaming is known to be a provider, they don't own a casino because it is a software
company.
What is Microgaming progressive jackpot network?
It is the oldest and largest online progressive jackpot network available to every casino powered
by Microgaming software. It has had up to 19 progressive games which feature consequent
payouts and record breaking jackpots. Winnings on the jackpot network are paid in full, direct
cash payouts
How do progressive jackpots work?
A progressive jackpot is a type of gaming in which there are odds of increasing stake successively
as the game is played. It is hard to win and the rewards are measured by the stake you place on
it progressively.
What’s the legal age for online gamble?
The legal gambling age is restricted to your country's legislation. In virtually all countries where
it is legitimate, it is 18 years. Same as India.


